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About us

Our architecture aims to lift the spirit, shift
perspective, and amplify sensory experience.
We want to enhance your connection to life,
nature, art, and the greater whole.
Led by internationally accomplished architect,
Anne Hindley, our studio’s work is defined by its
distilled simplicity; materials, textures, framed
views, scale and light are all carefully considered
to create elegant, arresting, and highly
functional homes.
With over 20 years’ experience, we have developed
meticulous and comprehensive practice
methodologies. Our collaborative and empathic
approach ensures the needs of each client are heard
and addressed to create an enjoyable, expertly
managed process leading to a beautiful end result.
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Sand
Dune
Sanctuary
A 1960’s beach shack has been transformed into a
simple but elegant holiday house. Contrasting materials
and techniques have been employed to create a work
that is luxurious and contemporary whilst retaining the
relaxed modernist feel of the original.
Referencing modernist classics, unfilled travertine
harmonises with the traditional limestone and sand
dunes of the local Sorrento area.
The open and adjustable floor plan interlinks the social
and private spaces. Light and privacy is regulated by
utilising Japanese style sliding screens and natural
linen sheer curtains. Custom architectural joinery
enables flexibility of function and form. Modest and
sophisticated, the classic references and timeless
materials of interior design and architecture give this
beachy residence longevity.
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Albert
Park
House
Albert Park House is a dramatic and moody
renovation of an original 1900s heritage-listed terrace
in Albert Park. The Victorian bones of the house had
some elegant features, but previous renovations had
rendered the home utilitarian. We sought to revive
the soul that had been lost.
We saw that the relationship between the house,
studio and garden needed to be harmonised to all
three’s mutual benefit. Employing a few elementary
techniques to declutter and simplify the previously
fragmented layout allowed us to focus on the views
from the interiors to the courtyard gardens.
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Newtown
House
Hindley & Co delicately preserved an emotional
relationship to a family house, while enhancing the
connection to its site. With a spectacular view over
the Barwon River valley and Newtown parklands, we
amplified engagement with its surrounding landscape.
Maintaining the original mid-century essence of the
house was at the crux of the design, and we sought
to pay homage to its charm and quirks with any new
interventions. We have both retained and drawn
inspiration from the best aspects of the old, whilst the
new is now generous, contemporary and comfortable.
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Contact
Hindley & Co Pty Ltd
ABN 		

87 159 490 409

ACN 		

15 949 0409

Phone

03 9328 4440

Email		

info@hindleyandco.com.au

Web		

www.hindleyandco.com.au

Suite 4, Level 2
109 Hawke Street
West Melbourne, VIC 3003
Australia
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